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Introduction 
 
Do the recent dramatic political changes challenge the ways we used to understand Brazil? In 2018, unlike in 

previous presidential elections, the poor and the working class did not massively support ‘the Left’. This was 

decisive in the election of the extreme right-wing candidate Jair Bolsonaro. Existing party structures and support 

networks were unable to sufficiently engage and mobilise voters. A new way of doing politics (fazer política) 

emerged with the rise of hyper-connectivity through social media and the spread of fake news, 

fomenting prejudice against political adversaries. Election campaigns that revolved around the rights of 

minorities, the use of violence and the fight against corruption gave rise to extremely polarised political debates. 

With regard to public policies, Brazil has recently witnessed many changes and will probably face many more 

under the presidency of Bolsonaro. During the PT administration, social policies like the conditional cash transfer 

programme Bolsa Família have been lauded for their contribution to decreasing poverty levels and, to some 

extent, inequality. Also, for more than a decade, Brazil has been considered a front-runner in participatory politics 

(e.g. Orçamento Participativo), urban reform and citizenship enhancement. At the moment of this conference, 

we will know if Bolsonaro fulfils his promises to change key public policies. Also, what are the effects of his 

promise to rule for the majority? How does this impact the rights of the poor and the ethnic, gender and 

sexual minorities? Furthermore, what are the consequences for social movements, for independent research 

and university education? 

Analytically, this conference will explore what theories and concepts can help us to understand the current state 

of Brazil, and which ones seem to have lost their relevance. What does the victory of Bolsonaro tell us about 

people’s imaginations of the state? How do the anti-corruption and pro-violence discourses tie in with particular 

conceptions of the state? How do theories of clientelist politics and class-based political structures speak to the 

emergence and victory of an anti-establishment politician? Regarding public policies, for many years, we have 

critiqued the PT’s recipe to combine social policies with neoliberal economics. Looking at the current situation, 

where do our theorisations bring us? How do the new politics and policies speak to the notions of insurgent 

citizenship, class and democracy? 

We will discuss these questions over the course of three days, through a range of formats, including the 

presentation of papers, round tables, and keynote lectures, bringing together Brazilianists from different 

countries across the globe. 

The event is financed by the European Research Council under Grant 679614 (BROKERS), and organised 

by Martijn Koster and Flávio Eiró. 
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 Programme  
 

Wednesday, March 13th Thursday, March 14th Friday, March 15th 

Welcome Coffee | 9:00-9:30 

 

Opening reception | 9:30-10:00 

Welcome Coffee | 9:30-10:00 Welcome Coffee | 9:00-9:30 

Parallel sessions | 10:00-12:30 Parallel sessions | 10:00-12:00 Parallel sessions | 9:30-12:30 

Session A: Brazilian cities between 

development and decay (part I) 

Session A: Brazilian cities 

between development and decay 

(part II) 

Session A: Rural transformations: 

production, labour and the 

environment 

Session B: Religion and the 

shaping of the political landscape 

Session B: Electoral politics: 

what happened in 2018? 

Session B: Recent developments 

in public policies 

Lunch Break | 12:30-14:00 Lunch Break | 12:00-14:00 Lunch Break | 12:30-14:00 

Round Table | 14:00-15:30 
Keynote | 14:00-15:00 AARON 

ANSELL 
Round Table | 14:00-15:30 

“Social movements and their 

struggle for citizenship: back to 

square one?” 
Social Event | 15:00-16:45 

“The role of academia under the 

Bolsonaro government” 

Coffee Break | 15:30-16:00 Coffee Break | 15:30-16:00 

Keynote | 16:00-17:30 MOACIR 

PALMEIRA 

Keynote | 16:45-17:45 CAMILLE 

GOIRAND 

Keynote | 16:00— 17:00 BENOIT 

DE L’ESTOILE 

Wrap-up and 

announcements | 17:30 

Wrap-up and 

announcements | 17:45 

Concluding remarks and 

discussion | 17:00-18:00 
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Detailed Programme  
 

DAY 1: Wednesday, March 13th  

Opening 

09:30 – 10:00 

CPO-

zaal 

Opening reception with the Head of the department of Anthropology and 

Development Studies, Marja Spierenburg 

Panels 

10:00 – 12:30 

GR-

1.060 

Session A: “Brazilian cities between development and decay” (I) 

Chair: Francesca Piló — Université Libre de Bruxelles 

Kees Koonings — University of Utrecht/CEDLA 

Carolina Frossard — University of Amsterdam  

Sven da Silva — Wageningen University 

Sanne Derks — Independent researcher and Photojournalist 

Panels 

10:00 – 12:30 

CPO–

zaal 

Session B: “Religion and the shaping of the political landscape” 

Chair: Martijn Oosterbaan — Utrecht University 

Andrea Damacena Martins — Universidade Federal de Pernambuco 

Adriano Godoy — Universidade Estadual de Campinas 

Katerina Chatzikidi — University of London/University of Oxford 

Carly Machado — Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro 

Round table 

14:00 – 15:30 
E.250  

“Social movements’ struggle for citizenship: back to square one?” 

Moderator: Kees Koonings — University of Utrecht/CEDLA 

Martijn Oosterbaan — University of Utrecht 

Carly Machado — Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro 

Maud Chirio — Université de Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée/ACP 

Victor Albert — Higher School of Economics, Moscow 

Keynote 

Presentation 

16:00 – 17:30 

E.250  Moacir Palmeira — Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 

 

DAY 2: Thursday, March 14th 

Panels 

10:00 – 12:00 

Afrika 

Museum 

Session A: “Brazilian cities between development and decay” (II) 

Chair: Francesca Piló — Université Libre de Bruxelles 

Martijn Koster — Radboud University 

Abigail Friendly — Utrecht University 

Marie Kolling — University of Southern Denmark 

Panels 

10:00 – 12:00 

Afrika 

Museum 

Session B: “Electoral politics: what happened in 2018?” 

Chair: Camille Goirand — IHEAL/CREDA, Paris 3— Sorbonne Nouvelle 

Flávio Eiró — Radboud University 

Maud Chirio — Université de Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée/ACP 

John Gledhill — University of Manchester (with Maria Gabriela Hita — UFBA) 
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Keynote 

Presentation 

14:00 – 15:00 

Afrika 

Museum Aaron Ansell — Virginia Tech 

Keynote 

Presentation 

17:00 – 18:00 

Afrika 

Museum Camille Goirand — IHEAL/CREDA, Paris 3— Sorbonne Nouvelle 

 

 

 

  

DAY 3: Friday, March 15th 

Coffee E.253   

Panels 

09:30 – 12:30 
E.114  

Session A: “Rural transformations: production, labour and the environment” 

Chair: Benoit de L’Estoile — École Normale Supérieure/CNRS 

Diego Lindoso — University of Brasília 

Fábio de Castro — University of Amsterdam/CEDLA 

Laura Chartain — EHESS and Universidade de São Paulo 

Allan Queiroz — Ghent University 

Marjo de Theije — Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam 

Panels 

09:30 – 12:30 
E.253  

Session B: “Recent developments in public policies” 

Chair: Martijn Koster — Radboud University 

Andreza de Souza Santos — University of Oxford 

Victor Albert — HSE 

Laurienne dos Santos — EHESS 

Michele Wisdahl — St Andrews 

Erik Bähre — Leiden University 

Round table 

14:00 — 15:30 

EOS 

01.610  

“The role of academia under the Bolsonaro government” 

Moderator: Marjo de Theije — Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam  

Fábio de Castro —University of Amsterdam/CEDLA 

Aaron Ansell — Virginia Tech 

Moacir Palmeira — Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 

Keynote 

Presentation 

16:00 – 17:00 

EOS 

01.610  
Benoit de L’Estoile — École Normale Supérieure/CNRS 
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Keynote Speakers 

 
Aaron Ansell 

Associate Professor of Religion & Culture, Virginia Tech 

Aaron Ansell (Ph.D. in Anthropology from The University of Chicago, 2007) is a cultural anthropologist with 
topical interests that include democracy, capitalism, patronage, social policy, poverty, kinship, ritual and social 
theory. His research focuses on rural communities in Northeast Brazil, and explores the way people use talk 
and other signs to navigate and transform the material features of their lives. 

Brazil’s Extreme-Right as Seen from the Northeastern Backlands 

This talk, delivered three months after the inauguration of Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro, asks how rural 
people living in the country’s northeastern hinterlands (sertão) view Bolsonaro’s extreme-right administration. 
My central claim is that sertanejo political culture, which changed during the era of Workers’ Party rule (2003–
2016), shapes this population’s orientation to Bolsonaro’s promised crusade against “corruption, privilege, 
advantage, and politicised favour” (Inaugural Address, January 1, 2019). The analysis points in two directions: 
First, it works to narrow the possible trajectories sertanejo political culture might follow under Bolsonaro’s 
administration. Second, it uses sertanejo political categories to illuminate aspects of the administration’s 
orientation to corruption that are otherwise obscured by liberal journalism and social science. 

 

Camille Goirand 

Professor of Political Sciences, Institut des Hautes Études d’Amérique latine, Université Paris III — Sorbonne 
Nouvelle, France 

Camille Goirand is a member of CREDA (CNRS-Paris 3, UMR 7227). Her work focuses mainly on the political 
behaviour of the working classes in Brazil as well as on mobilisations and militancy, observed from the local 
level. She has conducted various ethnographic researches, including on political participation and associative 
and partisan engagement in Northeast Brazil. She is currently working on two main themes: on the repression 
of street protests during authoritarian periods and on reconfigurations of social conflict in Latin America, with 
regard to the processes of regime change (ordinary resistance, repression and militant engagement). 

Analyzing Dilma Rousseff’s impeachment. Proposals for a processual approach 

On August 31, 2016, Dilma Rousseff lost her mandate as a President of the Republic of Brazil after an 
impeachment approved by Congress and confirmed by the Supreme Court (STF), in a context of mass civil 
society mobilisation. An "institutional coup" for some, an answer to a political crisis for others, Dilma Rousseff’s 
impeachment led to a division, within the Brazilian political and civil societies, around the meaning of the 
procedure. This presentation has two purposes. First, it presents the scientific literature on the impeachment in 
order to discuss the heuristic scope of the notion of "institutional coup". Second, it proposes directions for future 
researches on the impeachment, in order to link it with the study of the transformations of the Brazilian political 
regime until today. It will focus mainly on the following tendencies: the characteristics of the authoritarian turn 
and the construction of an authoritarian practice of the rule of law, the legacies of the transitional justice process, 
the political role of the judiciary. 
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Moacir Palmeira 

Professor of Anthropology at the Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 

Moacir Palmeira (Ph.D. in Sociology from the Université René Descartes, Paris, 1971), is a full professor 
(professor titular) and researcher 1A of the National Council of Scientific and Technological Research (CNPq). 
He has been working in the Postgraduate Program in Social Anthropology of the National Museum, Rio de 
Janeiro, since 1970. As a researcher, during the 1970s and 1980s, he developed studies on the contemporary 
transformations of the sugar plantation in the Brazilian Northeast and on the peasant mobilisations in the years 
that followed the 1964 military coup. In the early 2000s, he conducted extensive research on agrarian reform 
settlements in Brazil. 

Keynote Speech T.B.A. 

 

Benoît de L’Estoile 

Professor of Anthropology at the École normale supérieure (PSL Research University) and CNRS Research 
Director, France 

Benoît de L’Estoile (Ph.D. in anthropology from the École des hautes études en sciences sociales, Paris), is a 
Research director at CNRS (Centre Maurice Halbwachs) and a Professor of Political anthropology at the Ecole 
normale supérieure (PSL Research University). He conducts fieldwork in the rural Pernambuco and in a Rio de 
Janeiro favela. In the area of the large sugar plantations of Northeast Brazil, he develops an ethnography of the 
social and political transformations in rural settlements resulting from the state program of agrarian reform. He 
is co-coordinating a French-Brazilian research project on “Governing uncertainty: Territories, Houses and 
Markets”. 
 

 

“Can I refuse my vote to someone who helped me?” Emotions, moral judgments and politics in Brazil 
 
“Clientelism”, a notion much used to describe Brazil, is a “target-concept”, identifying a pathology to be solved. 
Based on a long-term ethnography in a rural zone of Pernambuco, I argue that an analysis in terms of 
interpersonal relations and moralities offers an alternative to worn-out analyses in terms of clientelism. When 
one looks at the ways ordinary voters talk about their vote, one sees that they mobilize emotions and moral 
judgments. The norms that define the value judgments in the realm of local politics are the same that the ones 
that orient the expectations of people in daily interpersonal relations, such as reciprocity. This moral factor is 
present at the level of local politics, when people evaluate the « character » of a politician, but also in judgments 
made on national politicians. This analysis may shed light on the place played by moral evaluations in the 2018 
elections. 
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Round Tables 
 

“Social movements’ struggle for citizenship: back to square one?” 

Wednesday, March 13th 

Participants: Martijn Oosterbaan — Univerity of Utrecht, Carly Machado — UFRRJ, Maud Chirio — Université de Paris-

Est Marne-la-Vallée/ACP, Victor Albert — HSE-Moscow 

Moderator: Kees Koonings — CEDLA/University of Utrecht  

 

Since the democratic transition in the 1980s, Brazil’s vibrant and diverse social movements have embraced the notion of 

inclusive citizenship as a common ground. Since then, the dynamics of their relationship with the democratic state and 

public policy has been varying, from continued opposition to involvement in participatory arrangements, partnerships, and 

co-governance. The latter modes, pioneered at the subnational levels of administration since the 1990s, took flight under 

the centre left federal governments led by the Workers' Party. After 2013, the dynamics have been changing towards, first, 

a protest mode challenging the government to intensify policies for inclusive citizenship, and then, polarisation as the 

economic and political crisis unfolded. The impeachment of Dilma Rousseff and more visibly the election of Jair Bolsonaro 

not only sharpened polarisation but also created a climate of intolerance, intimidation, and violence in which the legitimacy 

of inclusive social mobilisation and activism is questioned by a groundswell of moral conservatism. Key protagonists are 

threatened or killed with impunity, most notably Mariele Franco. The key question now is: how can social movements 

respond to uncivility and illiberalism in Brazil? 

 

 

 “The role of academia under the Bolsonaro government” 

Friday, March 15th 

Participants: Fábio de Castro — CEDLA/University of Amsterdam, Aaron Ansell — Virginia Tech, Moacir Palmeira — 

UFRJ  

Moderator: Marjo de Theije —Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam  

 

This round-table will discuss how Brazil’s current political situation affects universities and the academic profession. In the 

age of fake news and historic revisionism, academics – especially social scientists – have become a favourite target of 

authoritarian politicians. In Brazil, where public universities are at the core of scholarly research, the federal government 

has direct influence in resource allocation. During his campaign, Bolsonaro promised to appoint military managers to 

direct federal universities, and many politicians of his party engaged in the persecution of academics whom they consider 

to be “leftist indoctrinators”. Also, we see how professors are impeded to carry out their work by military police who attend 

their lectures and interrogate them. Under such circumstances, is academic freedom at risk in Brazil? What is the role of 

academics, and social scientists more specifically, and how can international scholars cooperate with Brazilian colleagues 

to face these challenges? 
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Panels — Presentation Abstracts 

 

 
DAY 1 — March 13, 2019 
 

 

Session A: “Brazilian cities between development and decay” (I) 

Chair: Francesca Piló 

 

Urban security between development and decay: the rise and collapse of pacification policing in Rio de Janeiro 

Kees Koonings — University of Utrecht/CEDLA 

 

In a country with an abysmal track record of urban violence and public security, Rio de Janeiro is seen as a textbook case 

of rampant urban violence, insecurity and fear. Based on a perverse logic of territorial confrontation, violence and coercion 

deployed by – and among – armed actors such as drug factions and gangs, militias, and state security forces have been 

dominating the cityscape since the early 1990s. While peripheral communities, especially in favelas, struggled to navigate 

the violence and to carve out spaces of resilience, public security turned into the ultimate conundrum for Rio’s politicians 

and policy makers. Dominant practices inscribed in the cityscape veered towards repressive policing which generated 

liminal spaces of police corruption and involvement in drug trafficking, arms trade, and extortion. Toward the end of the 

2000s, Brazil’s booming economy and the global city aspirations of Rio de Janeiro inspired an apparently radical shift in 

security policy. Permanent police presence in strategic favelas was expected to oust the drug traffickers (not the militias), 

reduce lethal violence, engage peacefully with residents, produce trust in public governability, and create propitious 

conditions for economic and social development in the favelas and their inclusion into the broader urban assemblage. 

Now, a decade later, two years after the 2016 Summer Olympics, and with Brazil engulfed in crisis and political polarisation, 

this strategy of pacification policing has failed. The paper explores the contours of the strategy’s initial developmental 

potential, its inbuilt and conjunctural vulnerabilities, and its erosion and collapse, culminating the federal military 

intervention in Rio’s public security in 2018. The analysis will be situated in broader debates around public security 

governance, violent democracy, and hybrid sovereignty. 

 

Smartphone Policing in Recife, Brazil: the Political Affordances of WhatsApp for Urban Security 

Carolina Frossard — University of Amsterdam  

 

Drawing from online and offline ethnography in Recife, Northeastern Brazil, this paper focuses on WhatsApp groups 

created, at the neighbourhood level, for the exchange of security-relevant multimedia content – amongst residents, from 

residents to police, and vice-versa. In my analysis, I discuss what these sociotechnical systems of urban policing do 

politically, in terms of the engendered relationships between neighbours, security providers, those ‘othered’ as threats, 

and the space of the city – relationships that I frame in terms of citizenship. Within the ‘hybrid spaces’ that messaging 

groups generate, I explore how users negotiate and perform ideas of the ‘good citizen’, as well as of the ‘good security 

provider’. I argue that these mediated encounters contribute to the formation of ‘good communities’, grounded by 

converging normativities of policing and citizenship that work to both reify and upset dynamics of citizenship differentiation 

along the lines of class, race and locality. 
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Slum politics as the courage of hopelessness in reactionary times: Community leaders between development 

and decay in Recife, Brazil 

Sven da Silva — Wageningen University 

 

Recife, Brazil, is lauded for their participatory slum governance system set up in the 1980s and 1990s driven by a powerful 

popular movement that defended the right of the poor to the city. The last decade, however, the city has witnessed a 

reactionary turn toward urban dispossession alongside the decay of participatory governmental politics and the rise of a 

type of clientelist politics aimed at making protected slum areas available for major urban renewal projects. Zooming in on 

different operational styles of community leaders in Coque – a low-income community in central Recife that borders major 

urban renewal projects – makes the relations between community leaders and the construction companies visible. At the 

same time, it points to their relationship to the most vulnerable, the extreme poor, who experience most of the effects of 

the urban renewal projects. Community leaders operate as brokers within three closely intertwined domains of politics. In 

electoral politics they act as campaigners for political-cum-business interests, while earning an extra income. In 

governmental politics they act as representatives within limited institutional settings of, for example, participatory 

programmes. In slum politics they act as agents of the popular movement, usually outside the spheres of political parties 

and programmes, as was the case in the aftermath of the military regime (1964–1985) when alliances were struck between 

activists, the church and slum dwellers. When electoral politics trumps governmental (participatory) politics, I follow Slavoj 

Žižek’s speculative insights to argue that slum politics stands for the courage of hopelessness. 

 

Squatting in Rio: Reclaiming rights to the city; a photo reportage 

Sanne Derks — Independent anthropologist and photojournalist 

 

The right for housing is among one of the fundamental human rights in the Brazilian Constitution. However, finding 

affordable and decent housing in Rio turned into a struggle for many. Re-urbanisation projects in Rio de Janeiro’s city 

centre have drastically changed the city in the past decade. The poor are excluded more and more from the city centre 

and many had to move out. However, some people have undertaken different initiatives to reclaim their rights to the city. 

Occupying abandoned houses and buildings is one way of the poor to execute their right for housing. In particular old 19th 

century houses, hotels and deteriorated warehouses are squatted. Occupations might be done as private initiatives, or in 

organised forms by social movements. These organisations try to pressure the government to build social housing 

apartments in these abandoned places.  

 

 

 

Session B: “Religion and the shaping of the political landscape” 

Chair: Martijn Oosterbaan — Utrecht University 

 

Religious conservatism and anti-gender ideology campaigns — tracking discourses and practices in current 

Brazilian politics 

Andrea Damacena Martins — Universidade Federal de Pernambuco 

 

The fight against gender ideology, hatred towards the Worker’s Party and the crisis in public security were important 

ingredients for bolstering a moral panic that facilitated the victory of Jair Bolsonaro, leading to his inauguration as the new 

Brazilian president. In this presentation, I explore how conservative Catholics and evangelicals have been operating 

together in national politics to set up anti-gender ideology campaigns that embrace both religious and social conservatism. 

Moreover, I want to highlight how they were able to articulate and manipulate theological discourses and visions about 

morality during the electoral processes, and how these articulations became accepted by many religious groups and 
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people in Brazilian society. At the heart of the exploration stands a semantic analysis of the much discussed ‘family values’ 

and ‘natural sexual binary constitution of humans’ and a contextual analysis of the social and religious environments in 

which these convictions were reproduced. 

 

The president faces the Catholic queen of Brazil 

Adriano Godoy — Universidade Estadual de Campinas  

In his inaugural speech as president of Brazil, Jair Bolsonaro talked about the defence of the Judeo-Christian tradition. 

The ultra-conservative politician was elected with strong evangelical support and mainstream media recurrently highlight 

that neo-Pentecostal morals are at the core of his political statements. Nevertheless, Bolsonaro identifies himself as 

Catholic. During his presidential campaign, he posted pictures of a statue of Our Lady Aparecida, placed in his home and 

as president-elect, he visited the National Catholic Shrine in the state of São Paulo. In this presentation, I will explore the 

political discourses of leaders of the Catholic Church who supported Bolsonaro’s campaign and I will analyse how Our 

Lady Aparecida functions as a strong national symbol (also entitled the Queen of Brazil) and how she acts as a political 

agent in close proximity to many Brazilian presidents. 

 

Religious dissolution and contemporary politics in Brazil 

Katerina Chatzikidi — ILAS, University of London/ISCA/SAME, University of Oxford 

In his discussion of the ‘religious field’, Bourdieu (1987) proposed the notion of ‘dissolution’ (of the religious to the different 

fields) as a way of pointing to the expansion of not only the religious field’s frontiers, but indeed to the dynamic interplay 

between the different fields that ultimately form the social space as a multidimensional field of power. More recently, Joel 

Robbins (2009) has reflected on Pentecostal ‘vigorous ritual life’ arguing that the lines between social and religious 

interactions are intrinsically blurred. Drawing on Bourdieu’s theory of ‘religious dissolution’, and considering Robbins’s 

discussion of ‘ritual suffusion’, this paper considers the kinds of relations forged and fostered in and through Pentecostal 

social interactions. In doing so, it takes up Robbins’s analytical exercise to examine Pentecostalism ‘less as a set of beliefs’ 

and ‘more as a kind of social life’ (2009: 63) and explores the question of what kind(s) of social life Pentecostalism creates 

and/or seeks to replace, against Brazil’s ever-shifting political context. 

 

Human rights, Pentecostalism and women’s political participation in Bolsonaro’s administration 

Carly Machado — UFRRJ 

 

In the past decades, evangelical ministries have become privileged sites for political participation and formation in Brazil. 

To avoid occupation of the time and space of regular religious services, political engagement happens primarily during the 

organisation and promotion of big events, such as conferences, congresses, street parades and so on. These events 

usually focus on specific publics and in this presentation, I will focus specifically on events targeted at women. In recent 

years, huge events dedicated to women have been organised all around the country. Taking into account the fact that a 

female Pentecostal pastor was recently appointed as Minister of Human Rights in Bolsonaro’s new government, I intend 

to discuss women’s political formation in the context of Pentecostal events and analyse how this participation challenges 

our presuppositions concerning Human Rights, Feminism, Political leadership and so forth. Female Pentecostal political 

participation produces new faces in Brazilian politics and shapes new imaginations of Brazil as (also) an evangelical 

country. 
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DAY 2 — March 14th 2019 
 

Session A: “Brazilian cities between development and decay” (II) 

Chair: Francesca Piló 

 

The aspirations of the urban poor and critical theory: productive tensions? 

Martijn Koster — Radboud University 

 

The aspirations and practices of the city’s marginalised residents often challenge the progressive visions that academics 

and activists may have. Residents’ indifference towards participation in urban planning projects, their aspirations to 

become consumers and their support for a right-wing presidential candidate such as Bolsonaro do not sit easily with 

notions as citizenship, the right to the city, and social justice. Similarly, people’s demand for more aggressive policing and 

their disapproval of sexual diversity seem to be at odds with theories of urban equality and social inclusion. Building on 

my long-term ethnographic research in low-income neighbourhoods in Recife, Brazil, I put into conversation the aspirations 

and practices of the urban poor, on the one hand, and critical theory, on the other, to better understand the generative 

tension between them. 

 

The Contradictions of Participatory Planning: Reflections on the Role of Politics in Urban Development in 

Niterói, Brazil 

Abigail Friendly — Utrecht University 

Despite the broad celebration of Brazil’s urban reform movement, recent events in Brazil have called attention to a paradox 

focused on the disappointing results of this movement to deal with Brazil’s complex urban context. Taking this ‘impasse’ 

as a starting point, this article focuses on the role of politics and its relationship to economic interests in urban development 

in which much decision-making around urban policy takes place to understand why Brazil’s progressive legislation has not 

succeeded in creating a more just and equitable urban environment. Using a case study of the city of Niterói, I show that 

patterns of state and non-state actors are connected through both formal and informal relationships, while connections 

between public and private actors have a considerable impact on urban politics and policies. Focusing on the limits of 

participatory processes in Niterói, I call attention to the contradictions of participatory planning in Brazil. 

 

Remnants of progress? Urban development and decaying social housing  

Marie Kolling — University of Southern Denmark 

In this paper, I explore the construction of social housing across Brazil during the Worker’s Party era as “remnants of 

progress” (Krøijer, Kolling & Sen forthcoming). Responding to Anna Tsing’s appeal for new ethnographic explorations of 

progress (2015), I draw on anthropological fieldwork in Salvador (from 2012–2017) of a large-scale urban development 

project involving slum upgrading and forced resettlement to social housing, to explore disillusionment that emerges in 

tension with wider aspirations for progress. During the Worker’s Party government, massive investments in infrastructure, 

slum upgrading and housing for the poor carried visions of social change, conjured in the context of national development 

and a political vision of a ‘new Brazil’ in which socio-economic progress was experienced by all. The resettled families felt 

part of progress. But in the new housing, material decay and broken expectations became intimately woven together. 

Since 2016, the change in government has brought new visions of progress, and urban development and pro-poor policies 

have largely disappeared from the political agenda. Life in social housing continues but in the vicinity of national progress. 
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Session B: “Electoral politics: what happened in 2018?” 

Chair: Camille Goirand — IHEAL/CREDA, Paris 3— Sorbonne Nouvelle 

 

Politics, favours and votes: relations of interdependence in the 2018 elections in Recife 

Flávio Eiró — Radboud University 

 

This research explores the interdependencies between different political actors in election times. Their relations form a 

pyramid-shaped network connecting voters, community leaders, passing through state and federal councillors and 

deputies, up to mayors and governors. Based on ethnographic research among different PT and PMDB politicians and 

their advisors during campaign activities in 2018, my argument is that such electorally oriented relations are marked by a 

constant mutual dependency that is reproduced at different levels. By exploring the connections between different actors 

and the resources available to each one, I analyse the label “cabo eleitoral”, commonly used to identify grassroots political 

agents, such as hired campaign workers or community leaders. Less commonly, the title is used to identify – and therefore 

points to similar practices of – a number of other actors, depending on their relative position in the network. Understanding 

this mutual dependency, I hope to shed light into the little explored relations between politicians of different levels. 

 

Showing the politics of hate in Brazil 

John Gledhill — University of Manchester (with Maria Gabriela Hita, UFBA) 

 

The electoral victory of Brazil’s ultra-right conforms to a wider trend driven by the social and political contradictions of a 

neoliberal capitalist order that no longer offers economic security to the majority of residents of old imperial centres and 

even less to those of the global South beyond accumulation by dispossession. But its specific historical roots are important, 

and the hidden hand of moribund US empire is also visible. We explore these issues from a macro-perspective using a 

recent analysis by Boaventura de Sousa Santos, before using a study of exchanges in a WhatsApp group in a poor 

community in Salvador, Bahia, complemented by data from our long-term ethnographic research, to offer a complementary 

view from below. Our aim is to understand how hate politics, no novelty in Brazilian history, implanted itself within the 

grassroots politics of a former PT stronghold in the region that most strongly rejected Jair Bolsonaro. 

 

Unanswered questions about the penetration of the “Cultural Marxism Theory” in 21st century Brazil 

Maud Chirio — Université de Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée/ACP 

 

“Cultural Marxism” and the “Gramscian Revolution” are new categories in the Brazilian public and scientific scenes. As it 

happened in Norway after the neo-Nazi killer Andreas Breivik had mentioned it just before committing the Utoya massacre 

(2011), the Brazilian academic community only discovered the importance of this system of thought during the 2018 

electoral campaign and, even more, after the victory of Jair Bolsonaro. These ideas, originated in the American New Right, 

largely circulate in Brazilian right-wing circles and “digital counter-audiences”, however, for 15 to 25 years. My presentation 

will establish a brief historiographical balance about the appropriation of this concept by Brazilian intellectuals, activists 

and military, and raise what seem to me as being unanswered questions: how this ideology adapted to preexisting 

anticommunist theories and doctrines, in particular within military circles? Has the self-proclaimed philosopher Olavo de 

Carvalho been the main importer of it? What has been the role of transnational fundamentalist networks? 
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DAY 3 — March 14, 2019 

 

Session A: “Rural transformations: production, labour and the environment” 

Chair: Benoit de L’Estoile — École Normale Supérieure/CNRS 

 

Rural and Institutions Transformation in the Brazilian Semi Arid: the P1MC case 

Diego Lindoso — University of Brasília  

 

The Brazilian Semi Arid Region (BSA) has been periodically affected by severe droughts that had impacted rural 

populations. Historically, the government tackled the issue by a set of top-down measures. Local elites took personal 

advantage in the process as middlemen between policies and population. In the 1980s, a bottom-up agenda, the so-called 

Coexistence with the Semi Aridity, emerged. It gradually contaminated government sphere. The present work explores 

the institutional landscape evolution of the main agenda’s policy: the 1 Million Cisterns Programme (P1MC). The results 

point out that the policy’s governance suffered institutional reconfigurations and interacted with other policies, producing 

unexpected outcomes. More recently, P1MC was threatened by the weakening of family farming agenda within the 

Government and the decline of civil society role in its implementation. This situation may still deteriorate if the new Brazilian 

government carries out its campaign promises to reduce social activism and to reconfigure institutional landscape and 

rural policy’s priorities. 

 

The Rise and Fall of the “Green” State: People, Nature and Commodities   

Fábio de Castro — University of Amsterdam/CEDLA 

  

“Tensions between demands for commodity production, social justice and nature conservation have long been in the 

center of debates on development model in Brazil. In the new millennium, Brazil has successfully built an image of ‘green 

state’ by reconciling commodity expansion with control of the Amazonian deforestation, expansion of renewable energy 

and social inclusive policies. By showcasing a sustainable path for emergent economies, the national government 

positioned itself as innovative and strategic ally in the climate governance. A decade later, the ‘green state’ image started 

to fade away as the country embarked in multiple crisis, to become a climate change denier under the right-wing 

government. In this presentation I will elaborate on the radical change of narratives in order to highlight the role of the rural 

elite in this process, and will discuss the grim implications of the new government agenda on conservation and 

environmental justice in Brazil.” 

 

Tension between individual recognition and collective interests: experience of a French-Brazilian agroecological 

chain in the Sertão of Northeast Brazil 

Laura Chartain — EHESS and Universidade de São Paulo 

 

This qualitative survey was conducted in the rural areas of Northeast Brazil in 2010 among small-scale farmers who 

practice multi-tasking and produce partially according to agroecology criteria. These farmers appear to be caught in a 

changing world characterized by access to social politics and the vitality of social movements in this region. Farmers thus 

have access to new resources, both material and existential, so as to act, to think about their own relationship to the world 

and to gain recognition for deploying capabilities that were previously invisibilised. However, on the basis of the singular 

experience that is producing and selling cotton for French buyers, I analyze how these desires for individual recognition 

also contradict in certain ways the formation of collective interests. I consequently underline the ambivalent role played by 

organizational and institutional entities, both national and transnational (i.e. NGOs and state apparatuses), how farmers 

accept a process wherein risks and responsibilities are individualized. There is a risk that the policies of the new Brazilian 
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government towards family farming will reinforce this process of individualization of risks while at the same time restricting 

and threatening the systems of support that family farmers had found and worked to forge in order to enhance their social 

condition as well as to advance an ecological purpose. 

 

The only right we have here is the right to work’: despotic labour control and precarious work in Brazil’s 

sugarcane plantations 

Allan Queiroz — Ghent University 

 

This paper explores the continuous assault on rural workers’ rights, wages and protections in the sugarcane plantations 

of Alagoas, Northeast Brazil. Drawing on interviews with sugarcane cutters, it tackles the agribusiness’s despotic forms of 

labour control, its mechanisms and consequences for the cutters. Employers’ labour control and cost-cutting strategies 

use precarious contracts, dismissal threats, abuses, blacklists, wage theft and deductions in a clear violation of labour 

rights and protections. In the new political context, Bolsonaro’s alliance with agribusiness and his promises to deepen the 

2017 anti-labour reform (Law 13.467) might inaugurate a new phase of labour exploitation, precarity and informality in the 

plantations. My argument is that these labour market adjustments and downward regulatory changes may enhance the 

arbitrariness of local labour markets, disempower workers and deteriorate their already precarious situation. 

 

Gold from the bandeirantes to Bolsonaro. On mining politics in contemporary Brazil 

Marjo de Theije — Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam 

 

Gold mining is an important industry in Brazil, which divides over a few large-scale mines, but mainly many small-scale 

forms of extraction. The figure of the garimpeiro, who became so famous by Sebastião Salgado’s photographs of Serra 

Pelada in the 1980s, is working less and less manually and more with excavators and in underground mines instead of 

the immense gaping open-pit mines. The activity offers income to a large number of Brazilians, but also threatens the 

nature and territories of other inhabitants of the country, especially in the Amazon. Where in recent decades the 

government tried to regulate mining and protect nature and culture, the Bolsonaro government is introducing a different 

regime with regard to mining and exploitation of natural resources. What changes can we expect? What are the 

consequences for the garimpeiros and small-scale miners, for the inhabitants of the mineral-rich regions and for the 

preservation of the Amazon forest? 
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Session B: “Recent developments in public policies” 

Chair: Martijn Koster 

 

Weak economy and strong opinions: between silence and outburst in contemporary Brazilian politics 

Andreza de Souza Santos — University of Oxford 

 

Brazil has more than 5,000 municipalities, of which most have less than 50.000 inhabitants. For those who live in these 

small cities, a system of friendship shapes both formal and informal economy. In 2018, economic reforms made work 

relations steadily more precarious, with guaranteed working rights being replaced by ‘flexible’ terms to be negotiated 

between employer and employee. Unemployment and informality, already common in small cities, are thus on the rise, 

making it difficult for citizens to speak out publicly as this might create disruptions in their work life. In that context, the 

2018 political campaigns, mainly taking place on social media, gave citizens in position of privilege the ability to strongly 

express and share their political views on social media, dominating and shaping the political discourse. Such exposition is 

however frightening for those who do not have the privilege of a voice as a citizen, while they look for jobs or work relying 

on a system of kinship and friendship ties. This paper will discuss how we can understand silences in a country marked 

by protests, participatory politics, and more recently, a cacophony in social media. The question I bring to the fore here is: 

when the instruments of politics of the governed (such as social media activism), are used by politicians, which other 

instruments arise? Which others disintegrate? 

 

Movement massification during the crisis in Brazil: the My House My Life Program and the challenge of 

nationalising the Homeless Workers’ Movement 

Victor Albert — HSE, Moscow 

 

Brazil’s Homeless Workers’ Movement (Movimento de Trabalhadores Sem-Teto, MTST) has grown dramatically in recent 

years, in part through using a large government housing program, My House My Life, which has allowed the MTST to 

construct housing for its members. Yet some have argued that the My House My Life Entities programme used by the 

MTST, which has enabled the ‘massification’ of the movement, has led if not to the co-optation of the movement, then at 

least to a conformance to market exigencies and design logics. This paper engages with this critique by drawing on 

ethnographic research in different MTST occupations to paint a more complex picture. I argue two things. First, instances 

of market negotiations should be considered as part of a much more complex assemblage of organisational practices, 

spatial strategies and counter-hegemonic discourses. Second, the history and interstate experience of the MTST suggest 

that the autonomism that is implicitly valued in this critique is difficult to realise in large cities, due to the prevalence of drug 

gangs in the urban periphery and the pressing needs of the homeless. 

 

Access to the State and Citizenship in a context of Social Inequalities: Some learnings from an ongoing fieldwork 

research in the Amapá State (AP) 

Laurienne dos Santos — EHESS 

 

Since 2014, I have been doing a fieldwork research on the justiça itinerante policy, in the state of Amapá, region of Amazon. 

This is one of the first “special and itinerant court” to be implemented in the post-dictatorship Brazil, with the aim of making 

law and State justice accessible to all citizens, even the poorest and the farthest located ones – which refers there to the 

so-called comunidades ribeirinhas. My experiencing of the fieldwork, the recent political events in Brazil and the reading 

of Jessé Souza critical sociology have produced two main changes in my intellectual path. Firstly, my understanding of 

Brazilian society has shifted from a culturalist perspective to a more structuralist one, focusing on social and political 

inequalities. Secondly, I have been paying a growing central attention to the daily and ordinary (re)production of those 

inequalities and structures in local contexts, seeking to feed the notion of “subcidadania” (Souza, 2003) with empirical and 

ethnographical data from my fieldwork. 
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Education & Indignation: From Liberation to Indoctrination 

Michele Wisdahl — St Andrews University 

 

Astute teachers in an emerging middle-class high school deployed indignation (and other affects) at regular intervals to 

animate and engage otherwise stressed, bored and/or tired bodies in the leadup to vestibular. Morality tales of good, bad 

and o povo created fragile publics as the classroom offered students a place to hone and apply their abilities to recognise 

their own (and other’s) social, political and economic oppressions. Several years later, the Escola sem Partido movement 

proposes “a law against the abuse of the freedom of teaching.” Supporters want to remove “ideology”, particularly in the 

guises of gender and sexual orientation, from the classroom. “Film or record all the political-partisan or ideological 

manifestations. Denounce them!,” is the call issued by a catarinense deputada. This paper examines indignation in and 

around the classroom and the underlying fear that past presents and present pasts will derail the future. 

 

Between state and market: citizenship and accessing healthcare in Brazil 

Erik Bähre — Leiden University 

 

The federal constitution guarantees that Brazilians are entitled to health and that it is the duty of the state to provide it. At 

the same time, many Brazilians are not getting the healthcare they need. This paper explores the tension between on the 

one hand constitutional rights and democratic ideals and on the other hand everyday experiences of people and their 

dependents in search of health. It explores the expectations of the state and the market that are central to contemporary 

political conflicts and shape the relationship between universal health coverage (SUS) and complementary health 

insurance (Plano de Saúde). This presentation is based on fieldwork with Fabíola Gomes (UnB) carried out at the office 

of the Public Defender in Brasília, and with people in need of healthcare, doctors, and people working in the insurance 

sector. 
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Practical information 
 
Registration  

The Welcome ceremony will be held in the CPO room located in the Grotius Building. We will have coffee and tea there. 

Also, there will be a table where you can collect your name tags.  

To the University  

You can easily reach the university with public transport. The main station is Nijmegen Central. Many bus services are 

arranged from there on to the campus of the University. The easiest is bus number 10 from Nijmegen Central Station to 

the University. The best bus stops to exit are: 

—Erasmusbuilding: bus stop Erasmuslaan  

—Sportscentre (EOSS): bus stop Erasmuslaan  

—Grotius Building (CPO room): bus stop Spinoza/tandheelkunde 

 

Venues 

The locations of the rooms during the conference will all be located on the campus of the Radboud University. However, 

the campus is currently under reconstruction. Therefore, the map (figure 1) is not fully accurate. Nevertheless, it will point 

you in the right direction. The buildings that the conference will be held in, on campus, are: the Grotius Building, the 

Sportscomplex (EOSS) and the Erasmus building.  

Figure 1 
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Grotius Building (4): The rooms “CPO-zaal” and “GR-1.060” are located in this building. This is where the conference will 

start. Easy to access on foot when departing from the bus stop Spinoza/Tandheelkunde. Or when departing from another 

bus stop, you will have to follow the Erasmuslaan to the end of the street. When in the Grotius building, staff members or 

signs will show you the way to the rooms. 

  

Sportcomplex (EOS) (10): In the last afternoon of the conference, we will make use of the auditorium EOS 01.610, located 

in the first floor of the Sportscentrum. It’s easily accessible with a bridge connecting the Erasmus building and the 

Sportcomplex (in the first floor). When leaving the Erasmus building, you can cross the streets and find the main entrance 

of the Sportscentre. At the entrance, staff members or signs will show you the way to the rooms.  

 

Erasmus building (9): This is the main building of the Radboud University. It is the highest building on campus so it is 

relatively easy to locate it. As an example, one of the rooms we will use is the E.250, indicating the room is located at the 

second floor of this building. You can access it by departing from the bus stop Erasmuslaan across the library. From there 

on you have to walk towards the Erasmusplein. At the entrance, staff members or signs will show you the way to the 

rooms.  

 
Other locations 

The second conference day (14th of March) will be held in the Afrika museum in Berg en Dal, distant 6.5 km/15 minutes 

by car from Nijmegen. We will provide a bus shuttle from Hotel Credible to the museum, departing at 9h00. If you are not 

staying at the hotel and would like to be included in the transport, please contact us as soon as possible, for the bus will 

also be able to pick up guests at Nijmegen Central Station at 9h10. 
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Conference Dinner at the Waagh 

We will have a conference dinner on the 14th of March. This is available for everyone who wishes to join. However, the 

costs are not covered by the conference. This will be a three-course menu with drinks included, and coffee or tea 

afterwards, for 40,00 euros per person. For everyone who wishes to join, please – if you have not done this yet – send an 

email to Pien Kuipers (piencaos@gmail.com), including diet restrictions. Please, make sure to bring the 40 euro in cash 

to the first day of the conference. This event will be held at the Waagh restaurant in the historic part of the city centre.  

 

De Waagh is known for its important function during the Middle Ages and was the epicentre of Nijmegen in times of trade 

treaties. During the course of its existence it fulfilled many different functions such as housing, military offices, and the 

main quarters of the police department of Nijmegen. Today, it is a lovely restaurant in the city centre of Nijmegen, where 

we shall have a cozy (or gezellig, as the Dutch would say) get together with everyone wanting to be involved.  

 

Restaurants  

 

Nijmegen is crowded with lovely places to eat. Here are some recommendations. However, don’t forget to check out 

www.tripadvisor.com and explore the many other cozy (or gezellig as the Dutch would say) places to eat.  

 

–Vivaldi: Has a beautiful view on the Waal river. You will be able to choose from a wide range of dishes in a three-course 

menu for 29,99 euros. However, it is also possible to order a la carte. https://www.brasserievivaldi.nl/  
 

–De Hemel: This is still a beer brewery and is known for its relaxing ambiance. Of course, the food is really good as well. 
But make sure you’ll try some of their own-brewed beers if you have the chance (and like beer of course). 

https://restaurantdehemel.nl/  
 

–Pinoccio: this is a lovely Italian serving its traditional but very affordable food. You will have a 3-course menu for only 
15,95 euros.  

 

–De Buurman: this is a lovely student restaurant at the beginning of the Molenstraat. You’ll be able to choose your own 3-

course menu for only 19,99 euros. https://cafevanburen.nl/menukaart/  
 

 

mailto:piencaos@gmail.com
http://www.tripadvisor.com/
https://www.brasserievivaldi.nl/
https://restaurantdehemel.nl/
https://cafevanburen.nl/menukaart/
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Practical information for international guests  
 

Hotels 

 

Hotel Credible  

Hertogstraat 1 

6551 RV Nijmegen 

003124-322 0498 

 

Hotel Manna 

Oranjesingel 2C 

6551 NS Nijmegen 

003124–3650990  

 

 

Hotel Courage 

Waalkade 108-112 

6511 XR Nijmegen 

003124–3604970 

 

Hotel de Prince 

Lange Hezelstraat 44 

6511 CK Nijmegen  

003124–3604510 

 

 

Bed and Breakfast: het Blauwe 
Uur  

Groesbeekseweg 16 

6524 DB Nijmegen  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Travel from the airport to the hotels 

Schiphol Airport → Nijmegen Central Station (1h30): It is easiest to travel by train to Nijmegen Central Station. This will 

take you approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes. You have to get your ticket at one of the yellow ticket machines. This will 

cost €20,80. You can pay in cash or with credit cards. The train leaves every 10 or 30 minutes. To check the accurate 

departures check: https://www.ns.nl/en  

 

Nijmegen Central Station → Hotel Credible: Outside Nijmegen Central Station you will find the taxis. If you prefer to travel 

by bus, you have several options, departing every couple of minutes: line 13, in the direction of Lent Thermion; line 14, in 

the direction of Arnhem CS; line 80, in the direction of Millingen; line 300, in the direction of Bemmel. You have to depart 

at the bus stop Valkhof. This will cost you: €1,26 when in the possession of a Dutch transport card (OV kaart). If not, this 

will cost you around 3 euros. You can purchase the ticket by card only in the bus or in cash in the train station. For 

accurate departure times check: https://9292.nl/en  

 

 

Local travel 

The best way to travel around the city is by bus. Google Maps will give you accurate directions to wherever you want to 

go. From the Nijmegen Central Station to the Radboud University, bus 10 departures every couple of minutes and takes 

you directly there. However, note that buses don’t take cash anymore, and you have to pay for your ticket using debit or 

credit card. However, it is possible to purchase your ticket in cash at the train station. To check the departures or different 

places please make sure to check: https://9292.nl/en  

 

Cycling: At the central station you are able to rent a bike as well. This will cost you 3.85 euros for 36 hours when having a 

Dutch public transport (OV) card. For more info, please check: https://www.ns.nl/en/door-to-door/ov-fiets  

 

tel:+31243604510
https://www.ns.nl/en
https://9292.nl/en
https://9292.nl/en
https://www.ns.nl/en/door-to-door/ov-fiets
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Map of Nijmegen  
 

 

 

 

Organising Comitee – Contact details 

 

Martijn Koster 

m.koster@maw.ru.nl 

 

Flávio Eiró 

f.eiro@maw.ru.nl 

00316–19642187 

 

Pien Kuipers 

piencaos@gmail.com 

00316–25583662 

 

Sven da Silva 

svendasilva@hotmail.com 

00316–81628817 

 

  

mailto:m.koster@maw.ru.nl
mailto:f.eiro@maw.ru.nl
mailto:piencaos@gmail.com
mailto:svendasilva@hotmail.com
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List of guests 

 

Guests Email Affiliation Country 

Aaron Ansell aansell@vt.edu Virginia Tech USA 

Abigail Friendly a.r.friendly@uu.nl Utrecht University Netherlands 

Adriano Godoy adrianosgodoy@gmail.com Universidade Estadual de Campinas Brazil 

Allan Queiroz Allan.SouzaQueiroz@UGent.be Ghent University Belgium 

Andrea Damacena 
Martins adamacena@hotmail.com 

Universidade Federal de Pernambuco Brazil/Netherl
dans 

Andreza de Souza 
Santos 

andreza.desouzasantos@lac.ox.
ac.uk 

University of Oxford UK 

Benoit de L’Estoile blestoile@gmail.com École Normale Supérieure/CNRS France 

Camille Goirand cgoirand@wanadoo.fr 
IHEAL/CREDA, Paris 3 — Sorbonne 
Nouvelle 

France 

Carly Machado machado.carly@gmail.com Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de 
Janeiro 

Brazil 

Carolina Frossard C.MaurityFrossard@uva.nl University of Amsterdam Netherlands 

Diego Lindoso diegoplindoso@gmail.com University of Brasília Brazil 

Erik Baehre EBaehre@fsw.leidenuniv.nl Leiden University Netherlands 

Fábio de Castro F.deCastro@cedla.nl University of Amsterdam/CEDLA Netherlands 

Francesca Piló francesca.pilo@ulb.ac.be Université Libre de Bruxelles Belgium 

John Gledhill johngled@me.com University of Manchester UK 

Katerina Chatzikidi Katerina.Chatzikidi@sas.ac.uk University of London/University of Oxford UK 

Kees Koonings C.G.Koonings@cedla.nl University of Utrecht/CEDLA Netherlands 

Laura Chartain laurachartain@gmail.com EHESS and Universidade de São Paulo France/Brazil 

Lauriane Dos Santos dossantos.lauriane@gmail.com EHESS France 

Marie Kolling marie@sam.sdu.dk University of Southern Denmark Denmark 

Marjo de Theije m.de.theije@vu.nl Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam Netherlands 

Martijn Oosterbaan M.Oosterbaan@uu.nl Utrecht University Netherlands 

Maud Chirio maud.chirio@gmail.com 
Université de Paris-Est Marne-la-
Vallée/ACP 

France 

Michele Wisdahl mw537@st-andrews.ac.uk St Andrews University UK 

Moacir Palmeira moapalm@gmail.com Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro Brazil 

Sven da Silva svendasilva@hotmail.com Wageningen University Netherlands 

Victor Albert victoralbert@gmail.com Higher School of Economics, Moscow Russia 

Martijn Koster m.koster@maw.ru.nl Radboud University Netherlands 

Flávio Eiró f.eiro@maw.ru.nl Radboud University Netherlands 

Pien Kuipers piencaos@gmail.com Radboud University Netherlands 

Sanne Derks 
info@sannederks.com 

Independent Anthropologist and 
Photojournalist 

Netherlands 

 
 


